LONG INTERVIEW / CHANGE-MAKERS
Susan Long meets Professor Cheong Hee Kiat, president of SIM University since 2005, who is trying to blur the lines between work and study to create more alternative pathways to success.

Susan Long

Prof Cheong on...

The e-learning system of his dreams

“I imagine somebody going to Mars and doing his studies there. This kind of system will enable him to spend months learning something in his spacecraft in isolation and be able to know whether he has done well.”

Why his character-based entry criteria are so strict

“The graduates we turn out have the opportunity to climb to the top of the education ladder. So they must also be imbued with a sense of belonging and obligation to society.”

His personal watchwords

“Character before career, before title. For me, the criteria for my success are how successfully were my colleagues when I was their dean or president? What did I bring to the school, in terms of culture or enabling, during my tenure?”

Taking the leap

The bespectacled radical, brimming with ideas to improve the work of others, is known as a “naive guy who wants to change the world.” Prof Chang Tao Soon, who served as the president of SIM University, wants to serve, so that when they think of SIM, they think of “doing them a disservice. A per- son who’s going through university and all of a sudden, he says, ‘Yes, academic grades are still important but we need to move beyond that’.”

While many universities have an obligation on ethics, SIMUniversity does not. Instead, ethics and issues of sustainability crop up throughout the curriculum, case studies and assignments.

“From the time the student es- tablishes a relationship with the university, we want to see how it affects his thinking and how people, team building and interpersonal skills come into play as well,” he says.

The future

But Prof Chang insists that creating more alternative pathways to success is not a replacement for traditional universities. “We need both, we can’t have a world where there’s no traditional university and everyone goes to SIMUniversity. That’s not the solution,” he says.

The new SIM

While traditional universities have sought to keep on top of what is possible, Prof Cheong has opened wide its gates to let in as many people as possible. The 60-year-old is the pres- ident of SIM University, which has given some 2,000 working adults a second chance at getting a degree. He has spent 12 years teaching in the university, which opened its doors last year, and is passionate about what he is doing.

“I was a little bit skeptical at first. When I first heard the idea, I thought ‘it’s a lost cause’. But I went ahead and agreed to teach there,” he says.

Professor Cheong Kiat Kiat, 65, hopes to make it more accessible for people to work, explore what they want to do and find their roles before getting their degrees.

"Instead of just的知识, “education is something that will not just tell you what to do, but also explore how, say, printing out books impacts the environment.”
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